There is a fundamental tension between the title of the book Robert Lepage on the Toronto Stage and Jane Koustas's stated point of inquiry, which is to "consider Lepage's encounter with an arguably more significant Other-English Canada, also referred to as the Rest of Canada (ROC)" (4). Koustas notes she uses the ac ronym 'ROC' to denote "the non-Quebec, non-French-speaking" audiences of Canadian literature (6).
1 Throughout the book, To ronto stands in for the entirety of the ROC; the consistent collapse of the ROC to Toronto signifies what many Canadian perform ance historians, especially those based outside of Toronto, will rec ognize as an overarching issue in Canadian theatre history.
Robert Lepage on the Toronto Stage is a critical biography that provides a detailed, chronological analysis of Lepage's success es and failures with Toronto audiences and critics. From the outset Koustas clearly justifies the inclusions and exclusions of particular productions in her analysis, focusing primarily on those written or co-written by Lepage. Koustas's discussion of each production includes a detailed description of the plot, a summary of critical response to the performance, and an analysis of the conceptual and theoretical frameworks that define Lepage's work.
Koustas also addresses two of Lepage's adaptations: Romeo and Juliette (1989) and Elsinore (1995) . Romeo and Juliette was a co-production by Théâtre Repère (Quebec City) and Nightcap Productions (Saskatoon), described in its press release as "a daring attempt for two Canadian theatre companies, one normally total ly English and one normally totally French to work hand in hand on a bilingual production" (qtd. in Koustas 56). Koustas identifies Romeo and Juliette as a "joint production with the ROC," char acterizing it as a "significant, if somewhat lacklustre foray into the ROC beyond Toronto" that is worthy of "brief discussion" (57). While Koustas posits that this collaboration only warrants a brief investigation, it is one of the stronger examples of Lepage's col laboration with the ROC outside of Toronto, and might arguably be worthy of more in-depth analysis, particularly if Koustas's pur pose is indeed to consider encounters between Lepage and non francophone, non-Quebecois audiences. Koustas's decision to in clude Elsinore, Lepage's one-man Hamlet, is an intriguing one.
Lepage relates that he "only kept what I wanted to say with it. It's a way of gluing or pasting pieces together to try to write it your self " (qtd. in Koustas 100), so one might argue that he essentially co-wrote the piece. Koustas herself notes that she included these two exceptions "because of their relevance to [her] 
| VIEWS AND REVIEWS
The reader comes up against two obstacles early in the book, due to the inclusion of lengthy passages in French and to the lack of visuals. Because English translations of passages in French ap pear in the notes at the end of the book, it was necessary to te diously flip back and forth to find English translations. 2 In the chapter "Lepage Meets the ROC," Koustas identifies an "import ant trope" in Lepage's work: the neither "seamless nor obstaclefree" (53) transfer between languages in Canada; this recognition mitigates some of the frustrations in the reading experience. While the difficult experience of accessing translation forces a bilingual encounter that mimics how audiences experience Lepage's work, what is missing from the book is what makes a mash-up of lan guages work for Lepage on stage-scenography. Koustas suggests that Lepage has been so successful in negotiating linguistic barriers because of his acute attention to movement, music, and the visual. The book, however, lacks a visual component: there are no photo graphs at all. Those already familiar with Lepage's work will be well aware of the ingenious interplays of "simplicity and high-tech sophistication" (55) that are expressed in his scenography, but for those who have not witnessed a live Lepage performance, visual representations of his work would have been very helpful.
The third chapter, aptly titled "The Love Affair Begins," cites Michael Cronin's observation that "obstacles make the journey worthwhile" (85) and it is here that the frustrations with trans lated passages dissipate. Chapter three highlights approximately fifteen years of steady offerings by Lepage to Toronto audiences, presenting a give and take relationship, with Lepage garnering ac colades for shows like Needles and Opium and Far Side of the Moon, and forgiveness for shows like Elsinore. "The Love Affair Begins" succeeds in depicting an ongoing, fruitful, and critical exchange between Lepage and the Toronto audiences and critics. This chapter, which is crafted as analytic biography, suggests why Lepage chose to premiere works in Toronto rather than his native Quebec: "he'll tell you it's because he gets the visitor's treatment here" (103). Chapter three shows an alliance wherein Toronto promoters and producers bank on Lepage's ability to transcend cultural and linguistic barriers, presumably giving the city global cachet and credibility; in return, Toronto audiences and critics forgive the flops when creative attention is more focused on tech nology and spectacle than narrative.
Chapter four, "The World Leader on the Toronto Stage," works hard to connect Lepage to Toronto during his nine-year absence from the city. Koustas cites ongoing reviews of his Cirque du So leil shows and performances at international festivals in the Globe and Mail and the Toronto Star as evidence of the city's sustained interest in its relationship with Lepage (115) . The chapter features involved synopses of plot lines and technical elements in Lipsynch, The Blue Dragon, and Eonnagata. The productions, as represented in these detailed descriptions, are then compared to Lepage's previ ous multiple character, nonlinear, epic works-in-progress presented in the city. These comparisons demonstrate a connection between Lepage and Toronto, implying that perhaps the city inspires these performances from Lepage: "out of this place, out of our experi ence" (Saul qtd. in Koustas 150). Koustas makes an amusing com parison between Toronto's love of Robert Lepage and its affection for the Toronto Maple Leafs, bringing to mind a bar full of hockey fans high-fiving each other over wins that they had no real part in.
The final quotation in the chapter sums up, in French, what may be a key point: "Lepage explained during the writing of La trilogie de dragons . . . that he was somewhat like Pierre, whom he played in the production . . . who thought it would be better for [his] ca reer to head west" out of Quebec City but not specifically naming Toronto as the destination (qtd. in Koustas 148).
Koustas concludes the book by articulating some of the ques tions that arise while reading it, namely if "the Toronto theatre scene translates its own self-regard into productions or outlets or [whether its] theatre culture, like Lepage, is about more than that" (150). The brief conclusion acknowledges that the study does not address this question or whether, in fact, Toronto is only one of many cities that embraced and supported Lepage, thereby bene fitting from and contributing to his continued success. Koustas's book demonstrates the need for more critical attention to Lep age, including a comprehensive analysis of how his attention to the visual served as the lingua franca that facilitated his successful navigation of the language and cultural barriers that exist between French and English Canadian theatre. Koustas has provided a de tailed and valuable jumping off point from which future Lepage scholars might leap. 
